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Editor’s Letter: Shifting Gears

Autumn is a time of transition. Even more so for landscapers. For many, it
means getting ready to run a completely different seasonal business—from one
based on mowing, maintenance, and plants (Pricing Fall Clean-ups) to one
based on snow, salt, and plowing. If we were tempted to be trendy, we’d call
it “pivoting,” but landscapers have been doing it far longer than the
buzzword has been grabbing business headlines. It’s more about shifting
gears. And in 2020, shifting gears isn’t just seasonal, it’s a near daily
occurrence.

So in the Fall 2020 issue we focus on transitions and handling them
successfully. Think the COVID remote work trend doesn’t apply to you? Think
again. A WorkWave software exec points out the increasing importance of
virtual consultations, online payments, and digital marketing. In other
business advice, find out why an EPL insurance policy is the new must-have
for evolving pandemic liabilities.

Even pest/disease control is in a state of flux as more clients become
concerned about toxicity. Ever heard of EIQ? If not, you need to read why
this number can help you make the right decisions about pesticides and
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environmental impacts.

Of course, one can’t talk about shifting gears without the biggie: our
climate. As weather extremes become more common, stormwater management is
being rethought. Landscape architect Gabriela Cañamar Clark shares how this
construction byproduct is being redefined into landscape amenities. Embrace
this trend and you’ll be better positioned to win high-end contracts as part
of a sustainability team.

Thankfully, not all transitions involve major change. Award winning lighting
designer Michael Deo offers his tips on beautifying the simple daily
transition from day to night with landscape lighting designs informed by
plant knowledge.

Indeed, change is inevitable. It’s how you meet it that counts. And you work
in an industry that practically invented the “pivot.” You got this.
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